Introduction
============

Understanding the causes of human disease is one of the most fundamental goals of modern medicine. Individuals differ with respect to disease susceptibility, disease progression and effectiveness of treatment. Identifying the factors contributing to these differences, and elucidating their interactions as they contribute to aspects of disease phenotype, is a precursor to improved prevention, detection and treatment of disease.

Much of the understanding of human disease derives from the study of those diseases that segregate in families in a Mendelian fashion, where the causative variants and the genes in which they reside have been identified through classical family linkage approaches \[[@B1]\] and through studies in large pedigrees and in isolated populations based on founder effects \[[@B2]\]. The vast majority of common diseases exhibit a more complex mode of inheritance, however, aggregating in families but rarely exhibiting Mendelian inheritance. Examples of diseases of this type include diabetes, obesity, schizophrenia and asthma. Understanding of these \'complex\' diseases is improving, although still limited, but it is clear that genetic variation plays an important role in susceptibility to disease, for example in autoimmune and infectious diseases \[[@B3]\]. Most complex disease is thought to be caused by the combined effect of genetic variants at a few loci or multiple loci, each with only modest functional effects on susceptibility. Additional roles are played by environmental factors and their interactions. Mapping the genomic regions contributing to disease creates new directions for disease research and is an important step towards improving human health.

Approaches to identifying the genes involved in complex disease can be generally grouped into two categories: candidate gene studies and linkage/association studies. Candidate gene studies use knowledge about the biology of a disease, and about genes in physiologically or biochemically relevant pathways, and attempt to correlate genetic variation at these \'candidate genes\' with disease phenotype. Unfortunately, for most diseases, this type of information is not available or complete enough to prove widely useful, and including them in some of the analyses is more likely to increase the noise than it is to reduce the search space for the disease. Genome-wide linkage studies and association analyses serve as alternative approaches to surveying the contribution to disease of genetic variants located anywhere in the genome. The genome-wide aspect means that these studies do not require any *a priori*hypothesis that a particular region is involved, although predictions about the potential effect of specific variants (eg non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms \[SNPs\]) can be incorporated in the models. In this respect, these approaches are unbiased. Family-based linkage studies entail identifying genetic variants in families that co-segregate with disease more often than would be expected by chance. In general, linkage studies have achieved limited success in identifying genomic regions involved in complex disease, in part because they are underpowered to detect moderate genetic effects. Furthermore, because identification of a region or regions associated with the disease or trait requires identifying those alleles that segregate with the disease in families, which in turn depends on recombination within the families, it can be difficult to narrow a region exhibiting significant linkage. An alternative methodology is to perform association analysis, which looks for correlation of genetic variants with aspects of phenotype, but does not require a pedigree structure for the individuals. Association analyses are more powerful for the detection of common disease alleles with small to modest effects \[[@B4],[@B5]\], and increasingly are being used successfully in studies to identify genes contributing to disease \[[@B6],[@B7]\].

Although many phenotypic differences among individuals are attributable to variants in coding DNA \[[@B8]\], variants in noncoding DNA can have profound effects on phenotypes, including disease phenotypes. For example, regulatory variants affecting transcription initiation, splicing, RNA stability and translational efficiency are known to play roles in conditions including autoimmune disease (*CTLA4*\[[@B9]\]), malaria (*DARC*\[[@B10]\]), various cancers (*SMYD3*\[[@B11]\]) and other examples (shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In studies of such diseases, gene expression may serve as an intermediate phenotype between disease phenotype and genotype \[[@B30],[@B31]\]. Gene expression, or mRNA levels, can be modulated by variants in coding or non-coding DNA (eg transcription factors or binding sites within promoters). Whole-genome association studies of gene expression (expression quantitative trait loci \[eQTL\] mapping) may generate hypotheses for disease susceptibility by identifying those regions of the genome with functional effects on gene expression. These might then serve as candidate regions for evaluating for association with disease phenotypes, as is discussed below.

###### 

Genes with non-coding variants affecting disease

  Gene       Disease                                                      Reference
  ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------
  *CAT*      Hypertension                                                 \[[@B12]\]
                                                                          
  *CCR5*     HIV-1 progression and transmission                           \[[@B13],[@B14]\]
                                                                          
  *CD209*    Dengue fever                                                 \[[@B15]\]
                                                                          
  *CRP*      Cardiovascular disease risk                                  \[[@B16]\]
                                                                          
  *CTLA4*    Autoimmune disease                                           \[[@B9]\]
                                                                          
  *DARC*     Malaria susceptibility                                       \[[@B10]\]
                                                                          
  *DAT1*     Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder                     \[[@B17]\]
                                                                          
  *FCRL3*    Rheumatoid arthritis and autoimmune disease                  \[[@B18]\]
                                                                          
  *GSK3B*    Parkinson\'s disease                                         \[[@B19]\]
                                                                          
  *IGFBP3*   Breast cancer                                                \[[@B20]\]
                                                                          
  *INS*      Type I diabetes                                              \[[@B21]\]
                                                                          
  *IPF1*     Type II diabetes                                             \[[@B22]\]
                                                                          
  *MMP-1*    Breast cancer progression                                    \[[@B23]\]
                                                                          
  *MMP-3*    Coronary artery disease                                      \[[@B24],[@B25]\]
                                                                          
  *NFKB1*    Inflammatory bowel disease                                   \[[@B26]\]
                                                                          
  *RET*      Hirschsprung\'s disease                                      \[[@B27],[@B28]\]
                                                                          
  *SMYD3*    Colorectal cancer, breast cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma   \[[@B11]\]
                                                                          
  *TNF*      Malaria                                                      \[[@B29]\]

Resources for genome-wide analysis
==================================

An efficient approach to the study of human disease benefits from the use of shared resources. For example, in order to perform genome-wide linkage or association analyses, suitable DNA markers are required. The human genome is estimated to harbour more than 10 million SNPs, present at \> 1 per cent frequency \[[@B32]\], and these SNPs are located throughout the genome in regions of coding and non-coding DNA. Publicly available databases of SNP alleles, assays and genotypes are accessible online (eg dbSNP \[[@B33]\] and HapMap \[[@B34]\]). High-throughput genotyping platforms and reductions in genotyping costs now make whole-genome genotyping feasible for large numbers of samples. Gene expression can also be quantified in a high-throughput manner using commercially available microarrays, permitting the detection of small differences in expression levels among samples.

The establishment of cell lines creates resources that can be used by multiple research groups from around the world to survey various cellular phenotypes. With respect to the study of gene expression, it is desirable to establish cell lines from different tissues because gene expression is highly dependent on developmental and cellular context and, indeed, some diseases manifest their phenotypes only in specific tissues. In addition, the cell perturbations that accompany the establishment of cell lines suggest the study of gene expression in primary tissues, although, clearly, the choice of sample depends on the purpose, stage and feasibility of a study, the sample size required and its availability. Despite some shortcomings of cell lines as perfect proxies for the complete set of human tissues, data can be collected on a large scale with respect to sample size and reproducibility and can provide candidates for further study in other samples. Currently, there are relatively few data on gene expression across the diversity of healthy human tissues or across multiple individuals from different populations. These data from healthy individuals will provide important information on the range of naturally occurring gene expression variation and will serve as a baseline against which to compare disease-associated molecular phenotypes.

Statistical issues in genome-wide analysis
==========================================

Although genome-wide association studies are thought to have more power than family-based linkage studies, they present strong challenges in the form of statistical interpretation. For example, a simple genome-wide association study may test hundreds of thousands of SNPs for association to a phenotype (or, more typically, multiple phenotypes), and more complicated models allowing for SNP - SNP interactions vastly increase the already large number of statistical tests. With such a large number of tests, the significance threshold must be adjusted to control for the number of false-positive associations. Although procedures for multiple test correction exist \-- for example, Bonferroni correction, false discovery rate \[[@B35],[@B36]\] and permutations of phenotypes relative to genotypes \[[@B37]\] \-- it remains unclear which is the best method to apply in this context. It is also not trivial to infer the biological significance of an association from statistical significance, because allele frequencies, variance of the phenotype, density of markers and linkage disequilibrium (LD) can have a tremendous impact on the statistical significance inferred.

Human genetic variation is structured into haplotypes, such that alleles at nearby loci often show strong statistical association with one another. Because of this association, known as LD, a large region may contain multiple SNPs exhibiting a significant association with a given phenotype. Although this structure of human genetic variation facilitates association mapping, it can complicate subsequent fine-scale mapping to narrow the associated region and locate the causal variant, as discussed below. Another concern in association studies is the potential for false associations caused by population stratification \[[@B38]\], so care must be taken to reduce these effects through appropriate experimental design and data analysis \[[@B39],[@B40]\].

eQTL mapping
============

The interrogation of gene expression to facilitate the design and interpretation of disease association studies can be a powerful tool for the identification of biologically functional variants and the interpretation of biological effects \[[@B41]\]. By introducing a quantifiable and easily measurable biological outcome, it is possible to assess the relevance of statistical significance and eliminate some of the issues raised above. The use of gene expression variation in the context of disease mapping can be viewed in two ways (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). On the one hand, hypotheses can be generated by discovering functional variation using eQTL mapping and subsequently testing those functional variants in large case-control samples. On the other hand, following a disease association study that has identified several signals located within regions of non-coding DNA, eQTL mapping can be used to interpret and dissect the functional effect of the candidate disease variants. Below, the two directions will be explored in more detail.

![**Flow charts demonstrating the use of genome-wide gene expression studies in relation to disease studies**. (A) Generating hypotheses for disease studies. Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) mapping studies identify variable regions of the genome with functional effects on gene expression. Single nucleotide polymorphisms within these functional regions can be candidates for involvement in disease. (B) Supporting disease association studies. Disease mapping studies often identify non-coding regions of the genome exhibiting significant association with disease. eQTL studies can provide a link to an associated gene by providing annotation of the function of that non-coding region.](1479-7364-2-6-383-1){#F1}

Generating functional candidates using eQTL mapping
---------------------------------------------------

Regions with functional effects on gene expression can be localised through the use of association mapping. Gene expression, or mRNA level, is a quantitative phenotype that can be assayed in multiple individuals. When the same individuals are surveyed for genetic variation at marker loci, for example SNPs, association analysis tests whether variation at each SNP can explain the observed phenotypic variation. The rationale behind this analysis is that markers themselves are either the causal variant or are highly correlated (in LD) with the causal variant.

Association mapping of gene expression variation has been successful in many species, including human \[[@B42]-[@B45]\], yeast \[[@B46]-[@B48]\], mouse \[[@B49]-[@B52]\], rat \[[@B53]\], fish \[[@B54],[@B55]\] and maize \[[@B52]\]. Together, these studies provide several striking observations related to the nature of functional variation influencing gene expression. First, variation in gene expression levels among individuals is common \-- and much of that phenotypic variation has a genetic basis. Much of the association signal is located *cis*- to the gene of interest \[[@B45],[@B52],[@B56]\], although *trans*-acting variants have also been observed. Hotspots of gene regulation (ie regions of the genome influencing expression of several genes) have been observed in some \[[@B44]\], but not all, studies.

There are several ways in which the study of the regulation of gene expression can enhance disease studies as well as narrow the choice of candidate regions for disease association studies. Where information exists about the contribution of particular genes to a disease phenotype or susceptibility, understanding the regulatory control of those genes may assist in elucidating the complete set of effects. In addition, understanding the regulation of categories of genes, or genes of a particular pathway, may provide targets for further follow-up in disease studies. It may prove more time-efficient and cost-effective to have a list of many potential functional variants located throughout the genome, however, and test them against a large number of diseases. Whole-genome eQTL studies can provide a list of regions of the genome with functional effects on the expression of known genes (Figure [1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). SNPs located within these regions can then serve as candidates for disease association studies, much in the same way that non-synonymous SNPs are often considered because of their potential functional effect. There are several advantages to this type of targeted approach over a whole-genome scan. First, because the number of SNPs to be genotyped in each individual is reduced, many more individuals can be surveyed in a disease study without vastly increasing costs. The reduction in the number of markers tested can eliminate some of the problems of multiple test correction, more sensible thresholds can be used and smaller effect variants can be detected. Secondly, any significant associations detected between SNP and disease phenotype provide both a mechanism (gene regulation) and the identity of the affected gene. Finally, the fact that potential causal regulatory variants were initially discovered in healthy individuals and subsequently have been associated with disease means that such variants are common and are likely to contribute significantly to the disease risk of the population.

The methodology above carries the risk of focusing only on certain types of genomic variants, while it is known that much of genome function is still missing. A way to circumvent this problem is to enhance disease studies by incorporating the data on functional regulatory regions while using commercially available whole-genome SNP genotyping chips in disease studies, in order to perform the association analysis using Bayesian methods that assign different prior probabilities to SNPs on the array. Under such a scenario, SNPs located in regions with known functional effects on expression of specific genes \-- as identified through eQTL studies \-- would be assigned a higher prior probability of being associated with a phenotype. In addition, one might assign a higher prior probability to SNPs in known promoters, enhancers or transcription factors. Thus, one could focus on the effects of candidate variants without missing other important signals. Another substantial advance of knowing regulatory variants before performing a genome-wide association study is that one can correlate phenotypes and regulatory networks and utilise such information in the statistical modelling of the disease.

Supporting genome-wide disease association studies: Narrowing on disease-associated non-coding signals
======================================================================================================

Genome-wide association studies are now increasing in frequency \[[@B6],[@B57]\], and although it would have been preferable to have identified all functional regulatory variants in advance, investigators will be faced with the challenge of interpreting some of the strongest association signals. Many of the association studies have a multi-phase design, wherein a fraction of the SNPs with the top statistical significance in the first phase are genotyped in a subsequent phase in a new set of individuals. The statistical exercise must eventually give way to biological interpretation, however, and the identification of the causal variant will be necessary. Although most of the confirmed disease-causing variants are located in coding regions, this observation is due to an ascertainment bias in the ability to predict the potential functional consequences of nucleotide variation. As the human genome is composed of only \~3 -5 per cent coding DNA, and studies increasingly attribute function to non-coding DNA, it might be expected that much of the disease-causing variation will be non-coding and that many of the significant peaks in an association analysis will fall in regions devoid of genes.

Disease association studies often identify non-coding regions of the genome exhibiting significant association with disease. The exploration of those non-coding regions will benefit from the survey of gene expression variation and how it relates to genetic variation (eQTL mapping). For any disease-associated non-coding region (eg from a case-control study), it is possible to test whether the disease-associated SNPs and haplotypes are also associated with gene expression variation of nearby genes (as identified from eQTL studies; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This enables conclusions to be drawn about the nature of the function of the causal variant. For instance, if the same haplotype that appears to increase the disease risk also appears to be associated with high expression of a nearby gene, it is possible to start making some connections between the biology of the affected gene and the disease itself. Moreover, one can hypothesise (and hopefully test) how levels of expression of a gene might affect disease risk. This simple connection between the two types of study could provide not only the identity of the gene that is linked to the disease, but also the consequence of genome variation that linked the gene with the disease. It may also provide some clues about other candidates (upstream transcriptional regulators, interacting proteins etc).

![**The three panels show the signal of association (as - log *p*-value of individual single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) - phenotype associations) of genomic regions with disease, gene expression of gene A and gene expression of gene B**. From this plot, it is suggested that genetic variation that increases disease risk is also associated with gene expression variation of gene A (assuming that the associated SNPs and haplotypes are the same). This probably indicates that the disease risk is a regulatory effect and that the amount of transcript (or protein) of gene A is critical for the development of the disease.](1479-7364-2-6-383-2){#F2}

Several studies illustrate the utility and validity of using gene expression variation for disease fine mapping. Two of these studies have focused on identifying functional nucleotide variation by focusing primarily on the regions surrounding each of a set of genes (*cis*-), but also considering other regions located *trans*- to the genes \[[@B42],[@B45]\]. These studies showed that a large fraction of genes (10 - 20 per cent) have significant variation that affect their gene expression in *cis*, and in some cases in *trans*. The regulatory variants that affect gene expression variation can be mapped with the same resolution as disease variants in genome-wide association studies because, in both cases, the resolution depends on the LD structure of the human populations. These studies, which allow the identification of regulatory haplotypes, need to be verified before functional experiments can be performed. The most appropriate way to perform a first-pass verification is to test whether allelic imbalance in expression is correlated with heterozygosity in the same SNPs as those that showed genotypic association with gene expression.

Even with this information, and the fact that the effect of a causal variant may be known to have an effect on gene regulation, it is still a long way from being able to identify the exact DNA variant that causes the regulatory effect and subsequent increased disease risk. This is a stage where things become complex for many reasons. For example, although the genome-wide distribution of LD is quite variable, average LD in the human genome extends over large regions, which makes it challenging to fine map a causal variant in many regions. In the best case scenario, associated SNPs would be identified in a region of very low LD, thus reducing the number of potential causal variants to test subsequently. More often, an associated region of approximately 10 - 20 kilobases will be identified \[[@B45]\]. Although fine mapping in a population with reduced LD (eg Africans) might assist in identifying shorter associated regions, it is at this stage where extensive amounts of information about genome function are crucial. The diversity of methodologies for large-scale interrogation of the human genome for function is increasing; the resulting information will be very important for prioritising which of those associated DNA segments to focus on first.

Interpreting regulatory variation
=================================

The identification of the causal variant can benefit from incorporating information about genome function. Many studies to determine functionality within the human genome sequence are now in progress using high-throughput, genome-wide methodologies. The ENCyclopedia Of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project is the best example \[[@B58]\] of this type of study. The aim of this project is to attribute a functional identity to each nucleotide of the human genome. In its pilot phase, 1 per cent of the human genome (44 genomic regions) has been studied extensively for function, interspecies conservation and population genetic variation. The comprehensive analysis of these 44 regions will provide important clues for the pattern and structure of genome function and will allow predictions for the nature of variations behind complex disease and phenotypic variation. This, and other ongoing studies, will offer a first-pass annotation of functional elements in the human genome and will provide the framework for detailed characterisation of functional variation.

If an established and confirmed association of a region with disease and gene expression variation exists, and there is light annotation of the associated region for coding and non-coding elements, it is possible to apply brute force approaches to identify the specific DNA changes that are causal. A recommended strategy is to perform extensive resequencing of potentially functional segments of the region in high and low expressing individuals. The number of individuals required to be assayed depends on the magnitude of the functional effect and the predicted within-population frequency of the causal variant. This can be assisted by initial power calculations that allow prediction of what is likely to be identified, given the study design. The optimal approach seems to be to sample sequences from individuals at each of the two ends of the phenotypic (expression) distribution, and then proceed inwards.

As soon as a set of genomic segments have been resequenced, one should look for variants that appear to have equal or better correlation with the phenotype than that observed in the initial association study. This can be determined by genotyping all of the potentially functional variants (identified in the resequencing approach in a subset of the individuals) in the original complete sample. Depending on the strength of these correlations, and where the highly correlated variants are located, the appropriate approach should be adopted for direct functional testing of causal haplotypes. Such approaches can include reporter constructs, binding assays, RNA stability assays and chromatin modification assays using all of the alternative haplotypes.

Summary
=======

In this paper, some issues have been discussed that arise from the incorporation of gene expression variation data in disease studies. The overall message is that gene expression can greatly assist the discovery of disease variants, as well as the interpretation of the biological effects of causal variants. Further exploration of gene expression variation in more samples and more cell types will greatly enhance both our understanding of phenotypic variation in humans and also the nature of regulatory variation and its impact on complex disease.
